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Polymers and polymer composites are often exposed to elevated temperatures, mechanical stress, water and humid air

environments, where their performance is negatively impacted by environmental ageing, reducing their service lifetime.
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1. Introduction

Fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are widely used in structural applications in the wind energy sector, marine

and offshore, oil and gas, transportation and aircraft industries, where a design lifetime of composite structures is typically

25 years or more . Hence, modelling and predicting the extent of composite material property deterioration due to

exposure to water, humidity (e.g., open sea or rain), and other environmental stressors and media is of great interest for

both the designers and end-users of composite materials and structures .

In the state-of-the-art, qualification of new composite materials is achieved mainly with experimental validation . Such

testing programs involve incredibly high costs, in which the verification of new composite materials is required (involving a

massive testing programme) . Even the slightest change in material or structural design choice involves extremely high

testing costs which often is the “bottleneck” for the projects . Certification costs can be as high as aircraft development

costs in aviation programs, higher than USD 100 M . Merely certifying a new composite material for aviation can cost up

to several million USD as shown by a USD 3.7 M project led by the Korean Civil Aviation Certification Agency .

Furthermore, the timeline for material development ranges from a few years to modify existing materials to 10–20 years

for new materials . For the automotive industry, development cycles last an average of 20–30 months, and the cost of

testing a new composite material would be higher than EUR 500,000 . DNV GL has led a Joint Industrial Project to study

offshore and marine applications composites, estimating potential savings for $10 M . For wind blades, the impact of

material certification can be evaluated in a similar magnitude; a cost model has found material and labour cost to

comprise almost 75% of the total price of a composite blade .

Mathematical modelling has become an essential aspect of such validation . Qualification by simulation, based on

fundamental scientific principles, can substantially reduce the qualification costs. Thus, modelling tools are the future for

the successful development of the polymer composite industry . The current direction in the composite industry is to

replace testing as much as possible with durability prediction models .

2. Emerging Trends in Degradation Modelling of Biodegradable Polymers

2.1. Biodegradation—An Introduction to Terms and Definitions

Plastics can be divided into four characteristic groups. A two-axis model has been used most often in the literature. The

vertical axis shows the biodegradability of plastics, whereas the horizontal axis represents the material origin

(petrochemical or renewable raw materials). In addition to non-biodegradable plastics made from petrochemical raw

materials (classic or traditional plastics), biodegradable plastics are made from renewable raw materials. These are

plastics that have been produced from biomass-containing raw materials and are biodegradable. Furthermore,

biodegradable plastics that can be biodegraded were produced from fossil raw materials. Finally, there are the non-

biodegradable plastics made from renewable raw materials produced from biomass but are not biodegradable .

According to an ASTM definition, biodegradable polymers and plastics are materials that can be quantitatively converted

to either carbon dioxide and water or methane and water under aerobic and anaerobic conditions .
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Biodegradable polymers (e.g., polyesters, polyamines) have a higher concentration of heteroatoms than fossil-based

polymers with pure carbon backbones, such as polyethylene. Furthermore, biodegradable polymers are often derived

from raw materials inferior to their petroleum-based counterparts .

There are usually three stages (fragmentation, hydrolysis and assimilation) that are part of the biodegradation process in

enzymatic hydrolysis. Microbial secretases catalyse this process. In the first step, small pieces (microplastic particles) are

formed by weathering, UV-irradiation, mechanical forces and microorganisms. Subsequent hydrolysis at the ester bond of

the polymer results in the reduction of molecular mass and the formation of soluble monomers and oligomers. These

breakdown products are taken up by intracellular enzymes and used as a carbon and energy source to produce a greater

cell biomass and end products such as carbon dioxide and water. This is called the assimilation process (see Figure 1,

).

Figure 1. The different steps are involved in the biodegradation process .

The hydrolysis of the polymer can be either biotic or abiotic, with abiotic hydrolysis being much slower than biotic or

enzymatic hydrolysis . In a natural environment, both biotic and abiotic factors synergistically influence

biodegradable polymers with respect to compositions and processes . Several aspects influence the

microenvironment, such as pH, redox potential, interfacial chemistry and physics, chemical composition, crystallinity, and

polydispersity . Figure 2 left shows the interaction of abiotic and biotic factors and the interplay of microorganisms such

as bacteria, fungi, archaea and algae , environment and the polymer as a complex multivariable space of

biodegradation. The movement of the polymer chains becomes restricted with increased crystallisation. As a result, fewer

polymer chains are available for degradation products such as microbial lipases or other ester-cleaving molecules.

Previous studies have shown that the degradation of PHBV (poly(hydroxybutyrate-co-valerate)), catalysed by lipases,

occurs preferentially in the amorphous regions . As shown on the right in Figure 2, the microbial enzymes are thus only

able to degrade the amorphous regions of the polymer. The adjacent crystalline regions limit the depth of degradation.

Essential factors and chemical groups impaired during the biodegradation process are shown at the bottom of Figure
2 . Hydrophilic microbes usually have higher degradation rates than hydrophobic microbes, as was demonstrated in the

literature .
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Figure 2. Left: Interplay of biotic and abiotic factors ; Right: The effect of polymer crystallinity on enzymatic

degradation . Bottom: Important factors and chemical groups impaired during biodegradation .

2.2. Data-Driven Approach to Elucidate Degradation Trends

Min et al. addressed the question as to how many descriptors would be needed to model the degradation behaviour of

plastics in the ocean or to understand if degradation is possible. They present a so-called data-driven approach to

investigate the degradation trends of plastic debris. The biotic and abiotic degradation behaviour in seawater is linked to

physical properties and molecular structures . Figure 3 exhibits the flow chart to calculate the hydrophobicity. It is

based on a molecular level method combining theory, simulation, and experimental validation .

Figure 3. Flow chart for calculating hydrophobicity .

Here, negative LogP values predict water solubility, for polymers that swell in water or polymers that tend to absorb

moisture. Positive values, on the other hand, predict insolubility. Different polymers can be compared by using MD

(molecular dynamics simulation) to minimise the energy of molecular models and then calculating the surface area (SA)

.

The wide range of hydrophobicity of plastics is revealed in Figure 4 . Water-soluble plastics (see blue colour) such as

PEG (polyethylene glycol) or PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) exhibit polar groups such as OH groups degrading via microbial

oxidation . In the second category (yellow colour), the erosion tendency of the polyester surface correlates with

hydrophobicity when T  values are <T . PA (polyamide/Nylon) is the most used fishing gear material belonging to the

yellow group (Nylon 66 and Nylon 6). Nylon is very persistent in the oceans despite the possible fragmentation, having a

very long lifetime and contributing to a major extent to e.g. ghost fishing and plastic debris .

The third group (see red) includes very hydrophobic plastics with no functional groups for abiotic hydrolysis but with a

large percentage of C-H bonds susceptible to photodegradation. For PE and PP, extremely slow surface erosion can be

observed (in addition to oxidation by photoinitiated processes). PE and PP have been identified as polymers
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predominantly at or near the sea surface . It is interesting to note that the LogP(SA)  values for these very

hydrophobic plastics show lower densities, which allows them to float near the sea surface. The ranking is shown

in Figure 4, and tends to correlate with the propensity for polyester degradation. However, plastics with T  values >

T , including polymers such as PLA, PLLA and PET, degrade more slowly than expected. The degradation of PLA in

seawater is very slow, in contrast to degradation under composting conditions ; see also Table 3 in . This shows that

multiple metrics are required to understand the degradation of polymers in the ocean. Therefore, crystallinity, enthalpy of

fusion, Tg, molecular weight, and LogP(SA)  values were studied in pairs to find patterns of degradation. Figure
4 compares crystallinity and enthalpy of melting with values of LogP(SA)  for both biotic and abiotic conditions. Surface

erosion was calculated using the surface area of each plastic (SAbulk), mass loss and the number of days in ocean water.

To obtain the systematic diversity of hydrophobicity values, the number of -CH - units in the monomer structures was

calculated between 5 for PPS and 11 for PPSeb. As a result, Min et al. recently demonstrated that the enzymatic

degradation of polyesters with T  values below the ocean temperature is faster than for abiotic hydrolysis. In the case of

abiotic hydrolysis, biodegradation and photoinitiated processes co-occur. It is likely that the decrease in molecular weight

due to abiotic hydrolysis or photoinitiated reactions could facilitate biotically induced processes, whereas enzymatic

hydrolysis could promote abiotic hydrolysis. It appears that abiotic hydrolysis (see Figure 4a,c) is probably more sensitive

to increases in hydrophobicity, enthalpy of melting, and crystallinity compared to biotic processes. Biotic processes exhibit

faster rates in more hydrophobic polyesters, such as PPPim) and PPSub. Moreover, the comparison of polyesters and PA

(e.g., Nylon 6 and Nylon 6,6) demonstrates that biotic and abiotic processes also occur in semi-crystalline plastics, but

crystallinity slows down these processes. More details are provided in .

Figure 4. The influence of crystallinity and hydrophobicity on degradation . The computational LogP(SA)  values are

plotted versus the enthalpy of melting for abiotic hydrolysis (a), the enthalpy of melting for biotic processes (b), the %

crystallinity for abiotic hydrolysis (c), the % crystallinity for biotic processes (d).The size of circles and colour is equivalent

to surface erosion (in mg cm  day ) in artificial seawater.

In their  study, Yamawaki et al. performed virtual experiments for compost degradable polymers. As stated, no efficient

system has yet been developed for practical use that considers multiple decomposition factors. Yamawaki et al.

developed a prediction model for the degree of degradation, so as to investigate the degradation factors based on

analytical data and experimental conditions . This involved creating a predictive model using machine learning on a

data set. The molecular weight received by GPC was the objective variable; the explanatory variables were the moisture

content in a compost environment, the degradation time, the degree of crystallinity before the experiment and the NMR

spectra. A decomposition degree predictive model was developed by considering the weight loss ratio as the objective

variable. Different machine learning algorithms have compared the predictive accuracy of the predictive models.

Furthermore, the NMR spectra have been compressed dimensionally using PCA (Principal Component Analysis).

Explanatory variables were taken from the NMR data (crystallinity as analytical data and moisture content in the compost

environment as experimental conditions). Figure 5 shows as a summary the concept of real and virtual degradable

experiments that have been used.
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Figure 5. Real and virtual degradable experiments according to the study of Yamawaki et al. .

Decomposition experiments were conducted to achieve the ideal experimental conditions and different analytical data

values (see Figure 5 left). The optimal degree of decomposition, different analytical values and experimental conditions

were investigated by virtual experiments in combination with a predictive model and a Bayesian optimisation method

(see Figure 5 right). Statistical variables were used to confirm the good accuracy of this predictive model. However,

additional experimental conditions such as temperature and pH could lead to a more accurate predictive model .

The applicability of TTSP to biodegradable polymers has been proved in . Amiri et al. considered the biobased

polymer a thermorheologically complex material and implemented vertical shifts to obtain smooth master curves .

2.3. Laboratory vs. Field Experiments: Outlook

Lott et al. recently investigated the performance of biodegradable plastic materials under marine-environment conditions.

Biodegradation lab tests were compared with field tests. Furthermore, statistical modelling has been used to predict the

half-life for the investigated materials under different environmental conditions . The results have shown high variability

in the biodegradation rate of biodegradable plastics under marine conditions, and the specific half-life times differed by

different orders of magnitude ranging from weeks to years. Earlier, Albertsson and Karlsson, for instance, investigated PE

photo-degradation in a so-called inert system in a 10-year experiment. They demonstrated that the PE degradation rate

can be characterized by three different steps . The biodegradation exhibits a complex phenomenon. It is still

challenging to realize nature-like experiments in the laboratory. Many parameters must be taken into consideration. Each

biodegradation stage needs an adapted estimation technique . Biodegradation tests under laboratory conditions could

lead to an overestimation of the biodegradation level regarding biodegradable plastics. Therefore, test standards should

be developed for biodegradation to reduce the gaps between natural biodegradation compared to investigations carried

out in the lab . It has been shown previously in a 1000-h accelerated ageing test simulating outdoor conditions that

biodegradable gillnets degraded faster than the nylon, which was used as a reference gillnet . Based on these lab

experiments, well-tailored biodegradable polymers and PA for fishing nets (gillnets) will be investigated in a long-term trial.

Different laboratory tests and field trials will be carried out to ensure that the results represent the environmental factors

prevailing in other countries . Additionally, statistical models and data-driven techniques, and importantly, the

investigation of mechanical forces on the rate of degradation, which needs further research, will help better understand

the degradation behaviour of polymers in the sea and under composting conditions in the future.
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